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This investigation dealt with locating and measuring x-ray absorption

of radiographic images. The methods developed provide a fast, accurate,

minicomputer control, for analysis of embedded objects.

A PDP/8 computer system was interfaced with a Joyce Loebl 3CS

Microdensitometer and a Leeds & Northrup Recorder. Proposed algorithms

for bone location and data smoothing work on a twelve-bit minicomputer.

Designs of a software control program and operational procedure are

presented.

The filter made wedge and limb scans monotonic from minima to

maxima. It was tested for various convoluted intervals. Ability to

resmooth the same data in multiple passes was tested. An interval size

of fifteen works well in one pass.
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The problem with which this investigation is concerned

is that of locating and measuring x-ray absorption of radio-

graphic images. Bone analysis presents problems which make

follow up checks on the results of therapy medically pre-

scribed for osteoporosis and its initial diagnosis difficult.

The methods developed provide a fast, accurate, reliable,

facile, economical, simple and efficient method of minicom-

puter control of instrumentation for analysis of embedded

objects in general by indirect radiographic scanning. Pre-

cise automatic location of object edges as applied to in vivo

analysis of bone and measurement of its relative x-ray ab-

sorption is made possible.

A much improved process allows fast, economical and ac-

curate enough measurements for direct comparisons of results

for two different times. In such a longitudinal study, appen-

dicular bone measurements may be accurately used to determine

percent change of bone mineral content. Also, an improvement

has been made on the problem of measurement of absolute bone

mineral content per unit volume of bone, commonly referred to

as "bone density".
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A PDP/8 computer system is interfaced with a Joyce

Loebl 3CS Microdensitometer and a Leeds & Northrup Recorder.

Maintainability, ease of understanding and simplicity are

designed into the mechanical, electrical, digital, pro-

gramming and operational aspects of the designs.

The progress of the investigation is to the point of

a detailed systems analysis and design report, with verifi-

cation of major new ideas proven by tests and computer

simulation. Actual data taken with new instrumentation

is processed to show that proposed algorithms for bone

location and data smoothing will work on a twelve-bit mini-

computer. Instrumentation control designs have been tested

and a computer interface design has been completed. Detailed

design of a software control program and operational pro-

cedure is also presented. The general nature of a digital

filter employed has been discussed by Blackman. Memory ef-

ficient software routines from DECUS are used.

The thesis is divided into three major sections. The

first is three chapters of introductory material, an ex-

planation of past and present methods, and an outline of

specific improvements to them. The middle four chapters

explain system, operational procedure, interface and software

design. The last section describes methods used to test and

verify the validity of the designs developed, reports on

results of carrying out these methods, and gives recommen-

dations and conclusions.
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The filter produced sufficient filtering to make wedge

and limb scans monotonic from their minima to their maxima.

The filter is tested for convoluted intervals of one, two,

three, seven, fifteen and sixty-three in size. The ability

to resmooth the same smoothed data in multiple passes is

tested. It is found that an interval size of fifteen works

well in one pass. This results in a very core and processor

efficient filter. The filter can also smooth in real time.

The conclusion is that it is possible to inexpensively

implement the designs developed for a system for computerized

bone analysis. Also, accuracy and precision will be limited

only by the precision limits of the machine. The method is

sufficiently developed that it is felt it could be put into

widespread use after prototyping and testing.

It is recommended that additional programming com-

pletely simulate the whole system. This will develop the

details of the bone scanning algorithm and provide a means

of testing the method while assembly language programming is

being accomplished. Also, final construction and testing of

the interface should be done to make the system ready for

actual production usage.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Everyone is subject to some softening of the skeletal

structures in,,aging due to loss of bone mineral content.

This thesis reports the results of investigations as to how

to improve a method which may be used for limited diagnostic

purposes and widespread monitoring of this condition (oste-

oporosis).

The method finds a thickness of aluminum alloy, defined

as aluminum equivalency, which absorbs the same amount of

x-rays as a representative part of the skeleton. A crude

figure for the absolute measure of mass of bone mineral per

unit volume of bone may be inferred from this thickness meas-

urement. This figure is sometimes referred to as bone "density."

Suppose after one such figure is measured at one time, another

is measured several months later. The difference between the

two aluminum equivalents multiplied by 100 and divided by the

first gives the per cent change of aluminum equivalency in

such a longitudinal study. In the present method, only the

statistical trend of many somewhat inaccurate measurements may

be inferred. If the measurements could be made with great

enough accuracy, then the calculated per cent change would

accurately indicate a per cent change in x-ray absorption

1
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of the skeleton. Of course this is also indicative of a per

cent change in bone mineral content. A dense skeleton, up to

certain limits, is a healthy one. Once a medical diagnosis is

made of an osteoporotic condition and therapy such as cited

by Keele (3) is instituted, such a method of monitoring the

health of the skeletal system would be a valuable means of

checking the results of the therapy.

Texas Woman's University (TWU) uses an existing system

of measuring aluminum equivalency, and ways of improving this

method to such an extent that it could be useful in a clinic

are the results of original research for this thesis. A com-

puterized system which is fast, economical, and accurate in

comparison with the existing system is presented. The 5-2

phalanx (middle digit, little finger) and the distal radius

are x-rayed at a standard energy, and their aluminum equiv-

alencies are measured by a semi-automated system. Location

of bone edges, as a path is scanned across their x-ray images,

is also automated, The design is verified by computer sim-

ulation on the North Texas State University (NTSU) IBM 360/50

Computer System. The new system designed will be referred to

as the 1975-1976 Radiograph Bone Analysis System (7576 RBA

System).

There are four important original general aspects of this

design. They involve methods of automation through minicom-

puter control, location of embedded objects, interpretation of
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digitized analog data to arrive at aluminum equivalents, and

conservation of limited memory. Two specific application goals

of the design are location of human bone images and small com-

puter control of analysis of per cent change, as explained

above, of bone x-ray absorption.

A given starting situation at the first of this project

is described in Chapter II. That chapter describes two systems

used at TWU for bone analysis. Chapter IV is a major point

of transition in this thesis. It both complements Chapter II

by distinguishing the third new system from the older two

systems covered, and also acts as an overview for the next

three chapters. It presents the system design as a distinct

part of the project in that system design and definition is

a major endeavor as distinguished from hardware, software, and

procedural design.

Chapter III describes certain desired improvements em-

bodying the four general aspects mentioned above. These

improvements may be divided into four design projects invest-

igated, which are discussed in the middle four chpaters of

this thesis. These four parts of the design are not to be

confused with the four original features of it mentioned above.

The two specific goals listed above are to be met by imple-

mentation of these improvements, The original general aspects

involved may find wide applications to other specific problems.

This discussion will concentrate on the improvements they
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constitute to the existing method at TWU of measurement of

per cent change of x-ray absorption of human appendicular bones

in longitudinal studies. This measurement represents changes

in bone mineral content and is quite precise and fairly accurate.

These improvements in bone analysis are the specific accom-

plishments of application of the original general aspects of

methods developed in this design to computerize location and

analysis of radiographic images of embedded objects of dif-

ferent relative x-ray absorption.

If the automatic location of bone ( or other embedded

object) edges, using a small computer, is the primary original

accomplishment made in this design, the original contribution

next in importance is a method of interfacing a specific mini-

computer system to two new pieces of scientific laboratory

equipment. A Joyce-Loebl 3CS Microdensitometer, imported from

England, and a Leeds & Northrup Speedomax D Model W Recorder

are interfaced. The design chosen for the minicomputer inter-

face provides a variety and flexibility of control functions.

The interface is efficient in terms of core usage and execution

speed. The minicomputer used is a Digital Equipment Corporation

(DEC) PDP/8.

An extremely efficient and simple algorithm for digital

filtering and smoothed first derivative estimation is presented.

The method described of automatically locating edges of embedded

objects by scanning a radiograph containing their images makes
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use of this filter. This filter is an original specific de-

velopment and application of a previously described method

(1).

The overall system for accomplishing the desired bone

analysis includes not only the above important parts, but

also an integration of equipment, methods, and software.

Equipment is located for operator convenience and aesthetic

appeal, Many parts of the software design were selected from

separate sources or were originated to use limited memory

as efficiently as possible. Original planning considers

these human engineering aspects of the new system and ef-

ficiency of memory utilization.

A precise method of measurement of relative x-ray ab-

sorption differences developed at TWU, and applied to meas-

urement of per cent change of those differences in human bone,

is improved as the overall design investigated for this thesis.

The last three chapters present the methods used to test

and verify the designs developed, a discussion of the results

of those tests, and a summary showing valid conclusions obtained,

The results obtained offer a sophisticated, repeatable, fast,

accurate, and inexpensive method of bone analysis useful as a

diagnostic test for the progression of osteoporosis. This

disease, which involves a reduction of bone mineral content,

affects many bedfast, malnourished, diseased or older people,

and some menopausal women.
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There are two main difficulties in bone analysis. This

analysis has heretofore been much harder than, for example,

histological (blood) tests. Obviously, bone cannot be sur-

gically removed for analysis and put back. Bone mineral

content changes slowly, and osteoporosis is characterized

more as a chronic rather than a terminal condition. Because

of these reasons, there is a general lack of advanced study

of the problem of bone mineral loss. Everyone not receiving

therapeutic agents (flouride, etc.), not medically prescribed

or occuring naturally in diet or drinking water, is affected

to some degree. This design is therefore an improvement to

the monitoring of a significant health problem, and improves

the methodology at the Bone Metabolism Laboratory in the College

of Human Development at TWU.

The developments leading to the existing method of bone

analysis at TWU are described in detail in references (2,4,5)

provided at the end of this chapter. These developments started

after work by the late Pauline Beery Mack in 1927 at Pennsyl-

vania State College showed inconclusivity in measurement of

bone mineral content by analysis of one spot on an x-ray. By

1939, Mack had changed from single point to path analysis, and

had incorporated the idea of a calibrating device in bone x-ray

analysis on radiographs. In 1951, Mack and Vose moved the

equipment and work to TWU (2). Improvements in equipment were

made by Nelson (4) in 1956 and resulted in the method existing
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in 1975. An old computerized method was used for several years

following 1970 (3). In 1975, TWU purchased modern equipment

for this project.

Work started on this thesis project in October of 1975.

It was hoped then to add to or modify the old computerized

method to adapt it to the new equipment recently purchased.

By the end of the year, study of the method in use and the

old computerized method made it clear that additional memory

was required. The computer program of the old computerized

method had only three words of unused memory. Since funding

for additional memory could not be obtained, methods had to be

found to rewrite the computer program in such a way as to

accomplish two needs. The first need was to do what was done

by the old program in a manner which did not use as much memory.

The second of these needs was to implement additional desired

improvements. These improvements were partly necessitated by

the new equipment being different than the old. But also, the

new equipment offered opportunities for desirable improvements

such as automation of much of the process. An additional cal-

culation, separating x-ray absorption due to soft tissue (flesh)

and that due to bone (calcified tissue) was also desired. It

became apparent that, because a new interface was required,

at least new test equipment was required. As certain parts of

this test equipment have not arrived, it is obvious that a fin-

ished implementation of plans for a new system could not be
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anticipated by this date. So efforts shifted toward design of

a system that could implement the methods in use and desired

or necessary improvements to them in a memory efficient manner.

Chapter X contains a group of recommendations for imple-

mentation of the system analysis and design presented in this

thesis using hardware presently acquired or on order. Also

included are recommendations for future improvements. The

design is in the actual process of implementation at the time

of this writing.
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CHAPTER II

EXISTING SYSTEM OF MEASURING PER CENT CHANGE

IN BONE X-RAY ABSORPTION

Overview

To facilitate recognition of and discussion of what is

new in the 7576 RBA System, a distinction is made between it

and the existing system of measurement and existing hardware

in the TWU Bone Metabolism Laboratory. A concise, but fairly

complete description of some new hardware available in 1975

in this laboratory is then presented. The system described

immediately following will henceforth be referred to as the

"Existing System" (hereinafter cited as ES), and the hardware

described in this chapter will be described as the 75 Hardware

Complement (hereinafter cited as.75 HC) for brevity and clarity.

This discussion is both a development of the introductory chapter

and a preparation for the detailed statement of the thesis

problem in the next chapter showing the desired improvements

on the ES utilizing the 75 HC.

The ES is comprised of hardware (not the 75 HC), an

Operational Procedure, (hereinafter cited as OP) and personnel,

supplies and the laboratory environment. Refer to Figure 1.

Incoming x-ray films are processed by the system as its input

and are compared with previous records on the same subjects to

10
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produce a measurement of per cent change in human bone mineral

content from the time the previous records were made to the

time the incoming films were made. Records on the incoming

films are added to the records in storage for future comparisons.

Subject names are symbolized by A, B, etc.

Operational
Procedure

BeRAoPersonneli
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The OF, sow i e i gul i sh

ote fatrLi h aboratory oesn *h nu o

s u b j e c t A a n d * a pc n v i r o u t -n .

Nit rst Hardware oux

otr "Suppis" in the poratortin ro the bon bdr

subect A nd Ennvprdon ut tasrments o hm
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lines. -The asterisk denotes parts of the ES that are to be

improved. Notice also, that the 75 HC appears nowhere in the

ES.

If the Existing System is abstractly symbolized by "ES",

then the equation ES=H+PSLE+OP results, where "PSLE" symbolizes

everything other than hardware ("H") and the OP. Clearly,

OUTPUT=ES+INPUT. A corresponding equation will be developed

for the solution of the thesis problem, e.g., OUTPUT=INPUT+

7576 RBAS. Continuing this abstraction, 7576 RBAS=75 HC+

(ES-*)+ Improvements. Figure 6 shows the 7576 RBAS.

Background

The method of bone analysis used at TWU has evolved from

original developments by the late Pauline Beery Mack in 1939

at Pennsylvania State College. Further contributions are still

being made by George Vose, who began research in bone metabolism

under Mack and now directs the Bone Metabolism Laboratory.

Some new equipment is being used in a manual mode, where machine

operation is controlled by a human operator, and graphical records

produced are reduced by manual graphical construction. The

new recorder, a Leeds & Northrup Speedomax W Model, with Elect-

ronic Speed Changer and calibrated AZAR (Automatic Zero, Auto-

matic Range) module, is also capable of great repeatability,

and follows the new densitometer closely. Production studies

are however done on the Knors-Albers microphotometer with a

much older Leeds & Northrup Speedomax Model G recorder. The
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new model W Recorder and its Speed Changer and AZAR are here-

inafter cited simply as the recorder.

Variations in human procedures and judgement contribute

to a lack of repeatability, reproducibility, and some lack of

accuracy in the ES and an old computerized method. The old

recorder is suspect, and possibly so is the microphotometer,

as a contributer to these problems. It takes a great deal of

time and effort to set up each scan. Rectification of these

problems is the overall purpose of this thesis project.

Manual Method

The Existing System of measuring per cent change in bone

x-ray absorbency by radiographic scanning and interpretation

is described by Bohon (1) and others (9,11) but a brief des-

cription is included herein.

Exposed Kodak Type AA Industrial x-ray films are received

in original sealed lightproof envelopes. They are developed in

standard time and temperature in Kodak X-ray Developer with

appropriate developer changes. Films are checked visually for

correct positioning and exposure of the hand, wrist, phantoms

and calibrating wedges. Phantoms are objects approximating the

x-ray absorbency for the human appendicular (hand and wrist)

bones. They are used sometimes for a check of consistency of

exposure and processing.

The axes of the 5-2 (middle digit, little finger) phalanx,

of the radius of the left hand and wrist, and of the two wedges
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are visually estimated with the aid of a ruled transparent

guide, Three paths perpendicular to the axis of the 5-2 pha-

lanx are marked by making holes in the film with a needle--

two holes at the edge of the widest part of the distal end,

and one each at the bone edge on the right side at the middle

and proximal end (also the maximum width position), When

these holes are made, the image of the finger is pointing away

from the operator making them. When the microphotometer is

set up to scan, the holes at the distal end are visually aligned

along the horizontal (the film carrier is -in a vertical plane).

The medial and proximal paths remain parallel to the distal

path because the film carrier is simply raised to the medial

and proximal marks for the second and third scans.

A starting mark is similarly made in the light (most

dense) region at the distal end of the radius along its axis.

Again, the widest path perpendicular to the axis is measured

to the nearest tenth of a millimeter, and this distance is

measured and marked with an ending delimeter along the axis.

The start of the wedge is marked along its axis and an ending

mark, past a portion of the wedge at least as optically light as

any point on the above described paths is made on the axis.

The film is trimmed and cut so that it will fit between

two glass plates in the microphotometer film carrier. The

phalanx wedge is scanned, and the following sequence is repeated

for each phalanx scan path. A 5-2 bone path is scanned with

bone x-ray absorbency represented by the height of a curve on
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a recorder graph. The distance scanned is represented by the

abscissa of the resulting graph. Wide, rapid and intense, but

unpredictable recorder fluctuations, as the microphotometer

scans over the holes, delimit the beginning and end of the

path scanned on the graph. The radius wedge and the radius

are scanned.

Horizontal lines are visually located such that they

pass through the average height of the bone x-ray absorbency

curves, and are extended to the wedge curve. The distances

from the beginning of the wedge curve to the perpendiculars,

dropped from the intersections of the horizontal lines with

the wedge curve, give measurements, These measurements are

multiplied by the slope of the wedge and divided by the square

of the bone width to give bone absorbency equivalents in mil-

limeters of aluminum per mm of bone equivalency. See Figure

2 for an example of ES phalanx graphical construction used to

reduce data. The wedges.are scanned at 50 millimeters per

minute and the bones at 20 mm/min.

The wedge image in plan view is a rectangle or trapezoid.

The side view is a wedge. The hand is placed palm down, fingers

spread upon the film for exposure. Representative shapes of

bone and wedge scans are shown in the Figure 2. Because in-

dividual variations in bone morphology produce "'edge" errors

(i.e., less bone may be penetrated because of variations in

the angles of articulating surfaces), the distal ten per cent

of the radius scan data is ignored.
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The film identification is marked on the chart record.

The chart records are separated and collated with the

films. Cortical thicknesses of selected hand bones are

measured by another process and all of the information so

far obtained is recorded for the film. A suspect scan is

rescanned once or twice and the average of the best two

is taken. After a group of films have been so processed,

certain statistical information is computed.

Old Computerized Method

An Old Computerized Method of scanning x-ray images

differed from the ES in that the chart record form of

taking data during a scan of a bone image on x-ray film

was augmented by analog to digital input to a PDP/8 com-

puter system. Input data was stored, converted to alum-

inum equivalency, and averaged. The printed report via

an ASR 33 Teletype gave the aluminum equivalency for the

scan as a whole or in ten equal increments (allowing the

distal ten per cent to be discarded for the radius).

The method required careful setting of the recorder

to read -10.0 at the highest portion of the wedge curve,

thirteen centimeters from its beginning. The adjustments

of the recorder had to make it to read zero at the start

of the wedge scan, and the scan distance had to be set to

within a tenth of a millimeter.
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Data was taken at one-second intervals, so for a 7.5

mm scan across the medial path of the 5-2 phalanx, twenty-

two or twenty-three data points per scan were taken. The

resulting accuracy, repeatability, and reproducibility

did not exceed that of a careful manual analysis (ES),

and was considerably more trouble to accomplish.

The software of the Old Computerized Method stored

data for wedge and bone in memory and averaged at the end

of a scan. It was originated by a FORTRAN Operating System.

A Read In Mode (RIM) and binary loader remained at the

top of core. The PDP/8 computer system from this Old

Computerized Method is comrpised in the 75 HC (Hardware

Complement).

Description of the 75 Hardware Complement

In 1975, George Vose of the'TWU Bone Metabolism Lab-

oratory acquired two new pieces of equipment. These are

a Joyce-Loebl 3CS Microdensitometer and the recorder.

The microdensitometer will be referred to by its manu-

facturer's designation "3CS". A third major hardware

component which existed in the laboratory prior to 1975

is a PDP/8 computer system from the Old Computerized

Method described above. These three major units com-

prised the 75 HC. A Lambda Model LM 252 regulated five

volt supply, also acquired in 1975, should also be con-

sidered part of the 75 HC.
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The 3CS has a potentiometer mechanically linked to a

pen that records its output signal A. The output pen

draws an inked curve on a piece of graph paper held on a

horizontal record table. A graphical recording can be

made of x-ray absorbency, hence the designation "A" for

the signal, as an x-ray image is scanned by the 3CS. This

graph is different from one produced by the entirely

separate recorder. The 3CS record table is mechanically

linked by a ratio arm to a film carrier. A developed

x-ray film is placed between two horizontal pieces of

glass and held on the film carrier. A columnated beam

of light whose rectangular dimensions can be precisely

adjusted shines through the film as the carrier moves

along a horizontal track. A photo cell produces a signal

proportional to the amount of light transmitted through

the film. A shutter alternately allows light transmitted

through a grey wedge driven by a null detecting servo

motor to fall on a photo cell. A point is found on the

wedge that transmits the same amount of light as a parti-

cular point on the film. Note that this physical wedge

is different from the calibrating wedge image on an x-ray

film. A simple diagram of this arrangement is shown in

Figure 3. For further details of the 3CS, see the Joyce-

Loebl Instruction Manual for Microdensitometer 3CS (7).

Refer to Figure 3 for a simplified explanation of

the 3CS. Arrows on solid lines are indicative of flow of
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electrical signals. Light paths are shown by broken lines.

Light from source A passes through adjustable slit T and

film J. Then this light beam passed through two way ad-

justable slit R and filters/attenuators Q and S to shutter

H. Meanwhile light from the same source also passes

through grey wedge K and the shutter. Photocell E pro-

duces a signal if the two shutter controlled light beams

are not of the same intensity. Null detecting circuit M

drives a servo N to change the wedge position and rate

change amplifier 0.

The recorder has attached an AZAR® Module which

normalizes the input signal. The input signal is taken

from the potentiometer on the 3CS. For further dis-

cussion see the Leeds & Northrup equipment manuals on the

recorder equipment (8).

The DEC PDP/8 Programmed Data Processor is a twelve-

bit, negative bus, 4096 word, 1.5 microsecond minicomputer

in a cabinet mounted configuration containing three peri-

pheral interfaces and two peripherals. An external Auto-

matic Send/Receive (ASR) Model 33 Teletype is attached

through one interface to the Central Processing Unit,

(hereinafter cited as CPU). A DEC Type 151 Real Time Clock,

(hereinafter cited as RTC),and DEC Type 138E Analog to

Digital Converter,(hereinafter cited as ADC),are also

attached to the CPU through a DEC AA03A Interface modified
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for the RTC and lacking the DEC Type 139E Multiplexor

normally supplied with it. For further discussion of

this equipment, see the 1966-67 DEC Small Computer Hand-

book (6), Analog-Digital Converter 138E Manual (2),

Analog Multiplier 139E Manual (3), and PDP/8 Systems

Manuals (4). For the Teletype see Bulletin 273B, by

Teletype Corporation (10). Also see (5).

Descriptions of the ES and 75 HC and establishment

of brief but well defined nomenclatures for these existing

components makes discus sions -of improvements upon

them and use of them more understandable.
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CHAPTER III

IMPROVEMENTS TO THE EXISTING SYSTEM

This thesis design provides improvements to the Exist-

ing System and rectifies problems with it and an Old Com-

puterized Method of bone analysis at TWU. Some desired

improvements provide for the online conversational control

of the 3CS, collection and partial interpretation of data

produced by it, and production of typed reports giving

results equivalent to the ES. These objectives must be

accomplished without altering the present manual opera-

tional capability of the new equipment. The new system

is referred to as the 7576 RBA System.

Computerizing certain manually performed functions

described in Chapter II and below enhances the repeat-

ability of measurements as well as facilitates processing.

Repeatability is used to denote functions that must be

performed over and over using the same operations, Since

comparisons are made for the same path on x-rays of the

same subjects at different times, repeatability means the

same data should be collected for analysis, If the results

for a different scan of the same film are the same, the

system is said to have good reproducibility. The new

computer program is referred to as the 76 Software, The

24
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old software is replaced to increase accuracy. However,

ultimate control over the automated functions is left in

the hands of the operator, who has a repeated, if need

be, opportunity to correct the computer interpretation

of the data.

This interpretation specifically is of bone edge

positions as located by interpreting data from scanning

x-ray films.

A new interface, referred to as the 76 Interface,

provides minus ten to zero volt analog signals for x-ray

absorbency measurement and auxiliary information helpful

to the software in determing bone edge positions.

The computer controls the scanning process for the

purpose of bone edge determination and x-ray absorbency

data collection, and controls the recorder which charts

the absorbency (A) curve during the x-ray absorption

data collection scan. Bone edges are marked by the com-

puter on the recorder chart during a reverse scan. All

of these 3CS and recorder control functions are provided

through the 76 Interface by software addressable relay

and multiplexor combinations.

At the end of the complete process, the existing

Teletype prints a report and can punch a paper tape for

review and comparison at a later time.

An existing DEC AA03A interface controls a DEC Type

138E ADC and a DEC Type 151 RTC. The ADC provides twelve
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bit analog to digital conversion of the analog input.

Software replacements and cannibalizations of existing

routines leave enough memory for the desired new ob-

jectives, and virtual memory input from paper tape, or

later secondary storage, will provide any additional

memory needed.

The sketches below show how a microdensitometer

scan, from film background through a finger and into film

background again, might appear, and the derivative of

this A curve.

The 76 Software is tailored to the minimal needs of

a simplified and newly designed system. It provides one

decimal place accuracy on input of some special data

values. The program stores running sums in a minimum of

memory locations and averages by shifting to effectively

divide by a count of weighted. addends to use memory ef-

ficiently. It works from assembled code instead of an

interpreter, and controls the 3CS and recorder. It oper-

ates in a conversational mode.

The following paragraphs outline improvements desired

in the ES at the beginning of the investigation for this

thesis project. The 76 Software will provide improvements

as outlined below:

1. The height of the A curve increases very rapidly

at the soft tissue-bone interface. Scattering, penumbra,
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emulsion, developing and exposure variations and heel ef-

fect (1) preclude extremely sharp delimitation of the inter-

face and smoothness of the background. The roughly ellip-

tical shape of the limb means the rate of increase drops

more and more, and at a slowing rate as the top of the

limb is approached. Instead of being smooth, irregularities

in the shape of the limb, skin, individual differences,

subcutaneous fat layers, blood vessels and the background

effects degrade the smoothness of the curve, even if noise

is ignored. Therefore, it is necessary to smooth data to

obtain reasonable curves and the intersection of smoothed

curves of the background (a nearly horizontal straight

line) and soft tissue (roughly a parabola) curves locates

the interface. To allow interface location automatically

in a repeatable manner is a significant improvement.

2. The bone-soft tissue interface presents similar

problems. In addition, the marrow and intersticular

variations add to the irregular shape at the top of the

bone curve.

3. The fact that the bone mineral content of the

bone under analysis is unknown lessens the usefulness of

any limb model. If the proportion of x-ray absorption

due to soft tissue over and under the bone were known, it

could be subtracted from the overall absorption to get

the bone x-ray absorption. But an adequate model of the

limb is incomplete without an adequate model of the bone,
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and knowledge of the bone mineral content is lacking (in

fact, its indirect measurement is what the analysis of

the bone is for) so a model of the bone is lacking. This

lack of ability to measure exact bone mineral content is

the cause of the crudeness of the measurement mentioned

in Chapter I. It is the reason why the ES is not too

accurate as a diagnostic tool for osteoporosis. The pro-

posed model is that the roughly elliptical limb is of

constant x-ray absorbency (soft tissue throughout), and

that the bone is formed by adding bone mineral to the

soft tissue in a roughly elliptical region in the limb.

This model is more than seventy-five per cent accurate,

in the region of a normal dense bone, regarding x-ray

absorption. Since the exact displacement of soft tissue

by the small volume of bone mineral is not known, a

straight line connecting the soft tissue-bone interfaces

is used to separate the area under the A curve and above

the line, due to bone x-ray absorption from the rest of

the area under the A curve. This results in a much more

accurate measurement than not making this separation,

since in effect, film background is used as a reference

instead of a dark field as for the existing method. Since

the soft tissue curves contain film background absorbency,

film background is automatically subtracted when the above

separation is made.
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4. The time derivative of the bone x-ray absorption

curve (dA/dt) provides maxima and minima which are useful

in locating interfaces. A smoothed derivative is desired.

This improvement is accomplished by a digital filter. A

second derivative is useful in locating certain parts on

the first derivative.

5. The background and noise problems aforementioned

need to be smoothed for the wedge and for the phalanx

scans (to find the edge of the bone).

6. The wedge, radius and phalanx require different

types of scans. The wedge has no film background inter-

face except during a speed check. Different scan control

techniques and program processing are required for each.

Computerization is desired of an adequate operational

method for each scan. The radius has no soft-tissue

interface, and ten per cent of the distal radius data

needs to be discarded.

7. It is necessary to have wedge data in the computer

so that conversion may be made to aluminum equivalency of

each .bone scan data point. If, on the other hand, all

bone scans were done before the wedge, the maximum absorb-

ency could be known, and how much of the wedge to scan would

be known. A compromise strategy has been developed. It

is not desirable to mark the wedge near its beginning be-

cause of the erroneous data the marks produce in A readings.
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A method is provided for telling the PDP/8 when to stop

scanning the wedge.

8. Any erroneous data of the scan due to a mark at

the beginning of a radius scan will not matter since the

distal ten per cent of data is disregarded anyway. It is

not desirable to mark the end of the scan on the radius.

A method is provided so that the software can detect when

to stop the radius scan.

9. When the 3CS is reversed by the computer, a means

is provided for the software to sense when it has returned

to its starting position.

10. A similar means for the software to sense when

it has scanned or reversed far enough is provided for

the phalanx scans. Again, marks would disrupt data

readings. The marks must be away from the bone edge and

preferably outside the soft tissue image.

11. More data is being collected to increase accuracy.

12. Initializations provide optional zeroing of

working storage and buffers, a reverse speed check, a

wedge scan end calibration method, and setting of major

system slit and smoothing parameters.

13. A method for operator verification signals to go to

the computer program is provided.

The following list shows improvements which were

desired at the beginning of this project and which relate

to the PDP/8:
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1. A source of negative ten volt power to the 3CS

potentiometer, which provides the A signal, is provided.

2. A source of power to operational amplifiers used

in temperature compensating and FAULT analysis circuits

is provided.

3. A means of turning on and off relays to control

densitometer and recorder motors and the recorder input

is provided.

4. A means of efficient utilization of memory so

that the extra functions desired in this thesis project

is provided. The Old Computerized Method uses all but

three words of memory.

5. It may be desirable to collect tapes of data in

a machine readable form for later statistical analysis

and comparison, and a way to do this is available.

6. A means of the computer detecting and signaling

the operator when a fault or bone edge has been detected

is provided.

7. A means of switching between two inputs to the

ADC is provided.

Improvements relating to the 3CS are as follows:

1. A means of switching the 3CS from MANual to AUTO-

matic operation, without altering the manual capability

when the 3CS is switched back, is provided.

2. A means of reversing the 3CS under computer

control is provided. Also, its speed is changed while

reversing.
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3. An analog signal proportional to absorbency (A)

is necessary to connect to the ADC.

4. Also useful is an analog ac signal proportional

to dA/dt.

5. A rugged work top capable of leveling the 3CS

is provided to serve as a mounting surface for this heavy

expensive equipment.

6. A high intensity light and possibly a mirror

mounted near the 3CS record table will make verification

of correct computer detection of the bone easier. A foot-

switch and signal as to when the operator is to verify

are provided.

Improvements to the recorder are as follows:

1. A means of turning the recorder chart motor on

and off is provided.

2. A means of marking bone interfaces is designed.

3. The recorder input is switched on and off to pro-

vide a way of coding a reference number on the chart.

4. A means of changing the recorder speed is available.

A FAULT analysis and VOLTAGE TEST panel has been de-

signed and constructed to allow not only more convenient

testing of thirty-one PDP/8 power connections, but also

of the new 76 Interface and 7576 RBA System functions.

Twenty-five of the switches controlling these power sources

in the CPU are a source of intermittent trouble with the

computer, and easing the location and correction of this
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trouble significantly improves the older model computer

operation. Mechanical improvements in the mounting and

arrangement of 75 HC components and new 76 RBAS com-

ponents is provided.

The above improvements are integrated into the new

system which is controlled by the 76 OP. The 75 HC with

these improvements, the 76 Interface and the 76 OP, com-

prise the 7576 RBA System. The epitome of the thesis

project is the system analysis and design of this new

system,
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CHAPTER IV

NEW SYSTEM DESIGN

The new system for measuring per cent change of bone

x-ray absorbency at TWU is comprised of the 75 Hardware

Complement, a modified ES Operational Procedure, the 76

Interface and 76 Software incorporating the improvements

discussed in Chapter III. These components combined in

an integrated. system are referred to as the 7576 RBA

System. Arrangement of the 75 HC major components and

location of the 76 Interface is shown by Figure 6.

As was defined before, 7576 RBA System = 75 HC +

Improvements + (ES -*), where Improvements = 76 Interface

+ 76 Software + other improvements + 76 Operational Pro-

cedure. Modifications to the OP will be discussed first.

The 76 Interface is designed to provide controls nec-

essary to implement the OP in a form programmable with

the existing PDP/8 system. No latitude was allowed in

the selection of major system components (75 HC). Several

algorithms were investigated by the use of FORTRAN simu-

lations on the NTSU IBM 360/50 independently of the PDP/8.

Tests were included in these simulations to ensure that

word length restrictions dictated by the PDP/8 were not

exceeded in the simulations.

36
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The 76 Interface is divided into four main components.

A H803 connector block is substituted for the block for

slots 9-12 in the AA03A rack. Logic modules produce out-

put control signals. They and VOLTAGE TEST monitoring

points in the PDP/8 Memory, Processor and Interface systems

are brought out to the Junction Box. The 76 Interface

outputs are connected to the 76 Relay Box through one flat

coaxial cable set. The recorder and 3CS input and output

signals respectively are connected to the 76 Junction Box

through cables terminated in connectors. The recorder and

3CS control signals are connected to the Relay Box through

cables terminated in connectors.

The five volt power supply for the Transistor- Tran-

sistor Logic (TTL) used in the new interface is connected

to the 76 Junction Box through a cable terminated in a

connector. The Junction Box contains a connector block

for the W021-B cables and a special blank logic module

board containing a temperature compensated Metal Oxide

Semiconducter ( hereinafter cited as MOS) switch, 20

VOLTAGE TEST wires terminated on a Jones strip, and a con-

nector for sixteen more VOLTAGE TEST leads. The 20 power

leads terminated on this board are attached at the other

end of their cable to a 20 terminal Jones Strip on the

VOLTAGE TEST Panel. Sixteen additional VOLTAGE TEST wires

running directly to a selector switch end on a connector.
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A FAULT lamp cable connects to the Junction Box through a

cable connector. A foot switch plugs into the panel

holding the 75 HC power supply and Junction Box.

The recorder, Teletype, VOLTAGE TEST panel, a five

volt regulated power supply, the Junction Box, the Relay

Box, and a counterweight are mounted on an equipment rack

on casters. Besides providing an economy of space and an

aesthetic arrangement, the recorder and height adjustable

Teletype are within easy reach of the operator as he sits

or stands in front of the 3CS. The Teletype keys are at

the same height as the 3CS controls. The rack and a new

table are color coordinated with the PDP/8 cabinet. One

PDP/8 power cable bound to a separate 110 v ac extension

cord for off line Teletype or oscilloscope usage supplies

the system with power. A multi-plug, switched, overload

protected extension cord is connected to ac power when

the PDP/8 is turned on. The power supply, Teletype, 3CS

and recorder all plug into the outlets on this cord. Co-

axial cables are clamped into a neat bundle, and 3CS

cables are tied with cable ties.

The above components comprise the system which is

functional, convenient, appealing and compact. The OP,

Interface and Software are integrated with the 75 HC to

form the 7576 RBA System. Details of wiring are contained

in a 76 Interface Design laboratory notebook in the Bone

Metabolism Laboratory at TWU (1). Many details of system
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design are alluded to in Chapter VIII, which discusses

mechanical, electrical, software and operational pro-

cedure verifications and tests.
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CHAPTER V

NEW OPERATIONAL PROCEDURE DESIGN

New equipment (the 75 HC, excepting the PDP/8 system)

usually requires some adjustments in methods used to op-

erate it to get results similar to those used with older

equipment. The new model W recorder has different con-

trols and capabilities than the older ES model G recorder.

When a manufacturer change also occurs, as to the 3CS

from the older Leeds & Northrup Microphotometer, it may

be that some controls are entirely different. In addition

to these two reasons for changing parts of the OP, the

PDP/8 system is added back into the new 7576 RBA System.

The computer dictates that certain things be done or it

cannot do its job. Certain methods make it easier to

program the computer to do a certain given task, and

factors increasing software efficiency are also desirable.

For all of these reasons, the latter part of the OP has

been completely redesigned, reorganized and integrated.

This chapter explains the reasons for desirability of,

and implementation of the improved parts of the OP.

The film processing part of the OP remains unchanged.

The first changes occur in the marking procedure. The
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wedge, radius and phalanx marking procedures are all

changed, with the least changes for the wedge and radius,

and the most for the phalanx. Manual methods of op-

erating the 3CS are different than for the old micro-

photometer, and interpretation of data it generates is

automatic.

Part of these changes are made so that marks on radio-

graphs will not interfere with data taken at bone-soft

tissue interfaces. The reason this data is so important

is that the main original development of this project is

minicomputer detection of embedded object edges on a

radiograph. The other part of the changes to the phalanx

marking procedure are to allow the computer a means to

find where to end a scan and stop reversing. Also, the

specific arrangement of marks made for this purpose is to

aid the operator in repositioning the film carrier for a

second or third phalanx scan.

The end of a wedge scan may be marked as per the OP.

The mark for the beginning is moved along the wedge axis

to a point outside the frame. (See Figure 7). During

initialization of the program, a test may be performed to

check that the speed of reverse 3CS scanning is the same

as forward 3CS scanning. Remember that data magnitudes

from the A signal are proportional to the amount of light

a point on a radiographic image transmits as it is moved

through a stationary light beam. The 3CS moves the film
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carrier forward (operator's left to right) while generating

data for analysis to locate the bone edges. Then it re-

verses the film carrier motion and the computer detects

the bone edges during the reverse scan.

The ability of the computer to control forward and

reverse motion of the 3CS and collect data while doing so

is used as a basis to provide a reverse speed check. The

calibration wedge is held by an aluminum frame. Figure

7 shows a plot of the A signal for a scan across the frame.

The edges of the frame, marked with the circles, may be

located by the software.

Wedge Plan
Frame

Mark Wedge , Mark

Wedge Elevation

A

Frame

Wedge

Film Background

dA/dt
Scan of Wed e Across Frame

Fig. 7-- 3CS Reverse Speed Check
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A certain number of data points will be taken between

the points circled on the forward scan. The same number

of data points should be taken on the reverse scan. If

this number is significantly different, then the forward

and/or reverse speed should be reset by adjusting potent-

iometers. (See Figure 7). It is suggested that a mech-

anical stop be added to the 3CS to provide a means of

setting its speed potentiometer to a certain place. The

Teletype types a positive or negative integer to indicate

the number of data points in the difference between those

for the forward and reverse scans. The beginning wedge

mark must therefore be made outside the frame so as not

to interfere with this check. Of course, only one wedge

image need be used for the calibration if their frames

are of the same dimensions. But, for consistency, both

should be marked in the recommended way.

The radius scan end mark is located further up the

axis from the distal end than for the old OP for the same

reason. It is recommended that a set of ten interval

proportional dividers be used to measure the radius width.

Ridgeway divider points are numbered 0 through (1)0. If

points 1 and 10 are set on the radius edges at the widest

path perpendicular to the axis across the distal end,

then the distance from points 0 to 10 is a convenient

measure for locating the scan end mark. See Figure 8

for an illustration of the radius measuring method.
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Consider the phalanx scans', the following discussion

shows the method used to locate the bone edges. Assume

the 3CS has scanned across the 5-2 phalanx, is reversing,

and detects the bone edge. The computer stops the 3CS

and recorder chart, which is moved under a recording pen

only on the reverse scan. The A signal is applied to the

recorder pen only during the motion of the chart, except

to make some special marks. The signal is removed from

the recorder pen and the pen falls to the zero baseline

on the chart. The signal is reapplied and the pen assumes

its original position. This sequence makes a mark where

the computer has detected the bone edge. The operator's

attention is gained by the Teletype ringing the bell ap-

proximately every ten seconds. The operator "shakes hands"

with the system to announce he is ready to verify the

correct detection of the bone edge. He is able to check

it because he can visually compare a graph of the A signal

made on the 3CS record table during the forward scan with

the recorder chart.

The graph of the A signal on the 3CS record table

might appear as in Figure 9. The 3CS pen will be over

the point marked by the "X". The recorder graph is as

shown in the right hand half of Figure 9, and upon re-

sumption of the reverse scan, the graph will continue

along the path shown by the broken line. The operator

signals the computer that he is ready to verify the bone
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edge position by pressing a momentary switch, This action

closes a circuit which opens a relay. A circuit through

the PDP/8 zero bit switch register and relay is opened

clearing the bit. The computer can check this bit. When

it finds it no longer set, it acknowledges reception of

the verification by ringing the Teletype bell and turning

the yellow FAULT lamp on the VOLTAGE TEST panel off. If

the operator fails to get his signal that he is verifying

to the computer before a three second interval expires,

the computer resumes its reverse scan and looks further

for the bone edge. The operator can then correct the

erroneous location of the bone edge the computer thought

it found at the end of the reverse scan.

3CS Graph

I

Mark

Recorder Graph

Fig. 9-- Using the 3CS Graph to aid in verification
of bone edge detection.
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The computer types "V?" at the end of the reverse

scan if two verifications are not received. A "Y",

"Yes", or "RE-TURN" message typed on the TTY signals that

the verifications should really have been made. Other-

wise, the operator types a two-tuple of positive or

negative floating point numbers (including zero, or "0.0")

of one decimal digit accuracy to the right of the point,

to indicate corrections in terms of recorder chart graph

units. The pair of numbers is represented by a comma.

A positive number (no sign) indicates the correct lo-

cation is further up the recorder chart and a negative

number indicates it should have preceded the detected

location. If verification is not signaled, a rescan is

accomplished until verified.

In order for data the computer needs to locate bone

edges not to be perturbed, it is necessary, using the above

procedure, that no marks be made at the bone edges. What

method then can be used to locate the end of a scan, and,

upon reversing, the end of the reverse scan?

The method chosen is to transfer one millimeter wide

black lines available on a transparent sheet such as acetate

or plastic to the film background roughly paralleling the

edges of the finger. The position of the black lines par-

allels points locating the ends of the scan paths at either

end of the phalanx. The ten interval dividers are used
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to locate the inner edge of each black line a distance

from the edge of the bone equal to the length of the scan

path across the bone.

Figure 10 shows how the film may be marked. Scratches

are made along a line located with the edge of a ruler

starting a short distance (one mm) toward the end of the

bone. These lines go through the points locating the end

bone scan paths (which points would have been marked under

the 75 ES OP). Then one interval on the dividers can be set

to the width of a bone end without damaging the emulsion on

the scan path. If points 1 and 2 are set to the bone width,

then points 0 and 3 locate the inner edges of the black lines

at an end of the bone. The points may be used to make in-

dentations or scratches in the film background for easy

location of the black marks.

Tick marks or scratches are made at the outer edges of

the black marks in a similar pattern to that used in the old

OP except that they are not on the bone edges and the pattern

is turned end to end (or upside down). Thus the proximal end

is scanned first. The reason for this reversal of the order

of the three phalanx scans is for operator convenience in re-

positioning the film for the second and third scans.

The operator positions the film for the first phalanx

scan so that the 3CS light beam shines through the right

black mark near its right edge on the level of the tick mark

for the proximal scan as shown by Figure 10. At the end of
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Light Beam at
start Of scan

Fig. 10 -- New Phalanx Marking Method
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the proximal scan, the light beam will shine through the left

tick mark. When the 3CS is reversed, the beam will be in the

same position. This is assured by running the carrier for-

ward and reversing it slowly under computer control just

before the scan. This gently backs the carrier against a

3CS reverse motion limiting microswitch. This is necessary

because the 3CS reverse speed manually controlled by the op-

erator is much faster than the PDP/8 reverse speed, and the

reverse momentum tends to cause the film carrier to reverse

further at a high speed than at a low speed.

When the first scan is complete, the carrier is moved

away from the operator with a vernier control to the medial

tick mark. Then, because the black mark slopes to the left

as it gets closer to the operator, the position of the light

beam is in the film background where it may be seen for

alignment with the tick mark. If the distal end were scanned

first, the black mark would slope to the right and the light

beam would either be in the black mark, after vernier repos-

itioning, on inside the black mark. The tick mark of course

could not be located inside the black mark because it would

perturb data collected in the scan between marks.

The computer follows a predetermined sequence in guiding

the operator through the processing of a film. It interacts

in a conversational mode with the operator, prompting him to

take the next step in the correct sequence. For example,if

it is time to scan the medial 5-2 phalanx path, it types
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"M?" and a prompting character "<". If the operator wishes

for the last medial bone aluminum equivalent to be replaced

for a medial path, he types "Y", "YES", or "RE-TURN", where

"RE-TURN" is one key so labeled.

A path, wedge, or wedge and bone set may be skipped

by typing "N" or "NO". The previous value is printed in the

report at the end of a film processing run if the zeroing

option has not been performed in the initializations just

prior to the processing of the film.

A reference number N in a counter is associated with

each film. This number may be arbitrary, and is incremented

once, modulo 4096, for each film processed. It may be set

upon program initialization. It may be reset by typing "Y"

or "YES" when the computer finishes a report and loops back

in an infinite loop to process the next film. The first thing

it does in this inner loop to prompt the operator is to type

the message "N?". When the computer is ready to input the

four character octal number, it types the prompting character

If calibration for wedge scan length setting is desired,

the operator types "Y" or "YES" when "C?" and "<" are output.

After he has positioned the film with the light beam in the

light area at the distal radius end, the operator then hits

"RE-TURN" and moves the film around near its position to

help ensure a maximum reading will occur. The computer starts

taking data for nine seconds and adds ten per cent to the
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maximum value to ensure a value higher than any other that

will be encountered. When the computer scans a wedge, it

compares data with this value and stops when it is reached

or exceeded. This adds to processing efficiency since un-

necessary wedge scanning is avoided. The bell is rung when

the scan is over, and the 3CS is started on a slow reverse

scan after the message "B?" is typed and followed by the

prompting character.

The operator can change the initials stored when he logs

onto the system. These initials, as well as the above number,

are typed with each report. To get out of the next inner

loop, "9999" may be typed for N, after "N?", or after "C?".

Also the last line of a heading may be changed, To

exit from the loop which controls operator initial entry,

the operator types "9999 " when the computer gives the messages

"0?" and "K" prompting operator initial entry. The free

format heading is changed, line by line, only upon program ini-

tialization, This has been a bottom up analysis of the

automatic 3CS OP.

A top down analysis of the 76 OP would start with an

instruction to start the loaded binary 76 Software at 3 0 0 0 .eight

See the DEC PDP/8 Users Handbook (3) for PDP/8 Operational

Procedure. The software is loaded with CBL described by

Wolfgang (7). CBL in turn is loaded with the RIM loader

on a non-standard page (2, 7). Operation of the Tele-

type and recorder are described as in their manuals (6, 5).
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The first thing the 76 Software does is type "GO".

Before initializations can be performed, all equipment must

be turned on and correctly set. A FAULT analysis is made by

the computer. Power to an ac relay is taken from the 3CS

LAMP switch. Thus both the 3CS SUPPLY switch, which feeds

the LAMP switch, and the LAMP switch itself must be ON. The

ac switch leg is routed through the 3CS switch which must be

OFF and the 3CS AUTO/MAN switch which must be on AUTO. This

switch also connects the ac dA/dt signal to the Interface in-

stead of to the 3CS. Theac switch leg runs out the four pin

CINCH connector on the 3CS, and through the 76 Junction Box

to the AA03A interface and Bone Density Computer (4).

The recorder graph motor switch must be OFF with power

applied. Signals are taken from each side of this switch and

rectified. The open side is inverted and the two signals

ANDed together with the Teletype LINE signal also rectified.

Of course the PDP/8 POWER switch must be ON for anything else

to function. The 75 HC five volt power supply must be on for

the FAULT analysis circuit to be operational. An operational

amplifier amplifies the signal across the FAULT analysis lamp

dropping resistor and applies it to the NAND gate. The output

of the FAULT control flip flop is also ANDed with these sig-

nals to turn the lamp off under program control during a wait

for bone location verification. The NAND output is inverted

to pull a TEST relay on the VOLTAGE TEST panel down and

interrupt the circuit through the relay in the Bone Density
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Computer. The computer therefore knows if the Teletype is

not set to LINE, the power supply is off, the recorder switch

is not open, the recorder power is not on, and if on, 3CS

switches are in the correct position. The Teletype types

"??" for a fault and turns the FAULT lamp off. It then awaits

fault correction and turns the lamp back on and types the old

heading when the fault has been corrected.

The setting of the 3CS PEN switch to "ON" is up to the

operator, as is the recorder SPEED switch to "0". However,

the message "SS" is typed to remind the operator to check

these switches and a "RE-TURN" is required to get the heading

after the "<".

After the FAULT tests, the old heading is typed followed

by the query "J?" which asks if it is desired to Jump over

the initializations. If no initializations are desired, the

operator inputs "Y" or "YES". The "RE-TURN" key is default

for "Y" or "YES". The normal sequence for initializing after

a program load is not to skip the initializations.

The message "Z?" is output to allow zeroing of all

output buffers. Default is "RE-TURN" for "YES".

A speed check can be made by typing "RE-TURN" in res-

ponse to "S". The operator positions the film for wedge

scanning before hitting the key.

To change the slit height or transverse width, type

"Y" when "K?" or "T?" is output respectively. Default is

"RE-TURN" for no change. The message "H?" asks if a new
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heading line is desired. Default is "RE-TURN" for "NO". The

heading is free format, and as many as 256 characters may be

input, including leading blanks, line feed and RE-TURN . The

last line of the heading is designed to be used as a project

identification (hereinafter cited as PID). It is input or

skipped, under program control, like other lines of the

heading. But program control for it is handled in the outer

of a series of structured nested loops. When the next to

outer loop is exited, the PID may be changed. After each

heading line :is input, it is echoed and the operator again

is requested to indicate if he wants to change it with the

messages "H?" and "<". A "NO" at this point is essentially

a verification of the correctness of the heading line just

input.

The message "C?" asks if a calibration to determine

maximum wedge length to scan is wanted. Default is not to

calibrate. To calibrate for scan length, type "Y" instead of

the default when the message "C?" is output. When the

prompting character "K" is typed, place the radius distal

end in the light beam, type "RE-TURN" or "Y", and move the

extremely light area around in the light beam a little for

nine seconds. The maximum data value plus ten per cent will

be used as a stopping value as wedges are scanned. This is

the next to innermost loop of the software, and anytime the

condition of inadequate wedge storage is found to exist, an

EXIT from all inner loops will be made and the message "C?"
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repeated. The way to get a reading on a lighter film area

than the distal area on the radius is to take the last wedge

scan distance from the Teletype report, add five to ten mil-

limeters to it, measure that distance on the film image of

the wedge, and use that area to recalibrate.

Notice that interpretation of graphical recordings is

done by the 7576 RBA System. When a film has been scanned,

it is only necessary to collate it with its envelope, the

Teletype report, the 3CS graph, which should be identified

by the operator the way the old OP graph was, and the re-

corder chart. The 7576 RBA System automatically codes the

reference number N on the chart paper for later decoding

and collation. The rest of the 76 OP is the same as for the

ES. A more orderly, complete description of the 76 OP is in

the notebook by that name in the TWU Bone Metabolism Labor-

atory. See Appendix A for a list of the messages the 76

Software types.
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CHAPTER VI

NEW INTERFACE DESIGN

Interfacing the Recorder, Densitometer and Computer

The foundation of the 76 Interface is Table 1, the

columns in which correspond to eight functions, such as

turning a motor on or off, switching between ADC inputs,

etc. Relays and the FAULT lamp may be turned on or off by

means of controlling an open collector, (hereinafter cited as

OC) device. Six OC devices are controlled by RS flip flops.

The recorder and ADC inputs are controlled through a MOS

temperature compensated multiplexor, (hereinafter cited as

MUX) and switch. One RS flip flop controls the MUX and

another the recorder input, Five relays control the 3CS

forward and reverse motor motion, the recorder chart motor,

and the recorder speed. With neither forward nor reverse

3CS relay closed, the 3CS motor is off. Either relay closed

scans or reverses the machine. The 3CS in reverse has an

extra resistor in the circuit. Figure 11 shows the MUX de-

sign, Figure 12 the recorder control relay diagram and Figure

13 the 3CS wiring.

Eight State Interface

Eight combinations (rows of the table) of the eight

flip flops used to control functions will perform all of

60
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the switching necessary to implement all of the actions in

the above discussion. The interface is in a steady state

(no control flip flops changing) for each row in the table.

The only way to change one or more flip flop outputs is to

choose another state (row) for the interface to assume. This

is done by changing the inputs to a BCD to one of ten decoder.

One state may activate one or more flip flops (columns on a

row). The hardware implementation of this requirement is

accomplished by wiring each state output to all of the re-

quired ORs feeding NANDS to the flip flops as discussed below.

The simplified block diagram of the interface logic is shown

in Figure 14.

Each flip flop may be set by one or more states. The

hardware implementation of this requirement is an OR gate

with inverted inputs, the output of which is the input to the

NAND.

It is necessary that all of the inputs to the decoder

have arrived before the NAND gates are enabled to set flip

flops.

Clocking

Standard negative bus device selectors with TTL com-

patible outputs produce an enable level change from LOW to

HIGH when the CPU puts their select code on the bus from the

memory buffer. If this level change is used to enable a

NAND, the next Ti pulse through it resets all eight output

flip flops through an inverter. The 10 RESTART pulse resets
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the four flip flops through which the inputs to the BCD to

one of ten decoder pass, and strobes the NAND gate inputs

into the output flip flops. Since PA of the decoder is re-

quired to have its signal coincidentally with or later than

the other inputs, IOT4 is input to it and IOTl to PC' PD
is tied to ground.

1 5 t o 4 0 n s - U R e eO 
u p t F i

CUPulseOtpFlp
CPU f Maker 1/0

RE-
Enable START- Pulse R

eset Maker

-- Strobe

\/ BCD -15 to 40nS

D v.BCD t
Device IFlip O

Selector, ~-- ofe .

Flops ) o .. State Gates 30nsTen Outputs
- -- D e - ~~ ~ ~ - -- -

Co der ~

40ns 30ns

50ns

Fig. 14-- Simplified Block Diagram Interface Logic
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When the device selector is enabled, it passes IOT1,

IOT2, and IOT4 from programmable inputs IOP1, IOP2, and

IOP4. Figure 15 shows the timing of these pulses. These

pulses are produced only during the execution of an I/O in-

struction, and are programmed by setting bits 11,10, and

9 of the I/0 instruction. The device code comprises the

middle half of the instruction. Three IOT pulses from the

M102 are selected by device code 76. The information con-

tained in the IOT pulses is saved by the four decoder input

flip flops. When the decoder output is strobed through the

NAND gates, the four input flip flops are reset and the

decoder has no output. All eight output control flip flops

are reset by the device selecter enable pulse AND Ti. Note

the reset signal produced by Pulse Maker 1 is wired to the

set input of the lamp control only. Outputs one, two and

four do not require clocking as they are produced by BCD

codes containing only one IOT pulse. Output 2 can be used

to switch the MUX input to dA/dt directly from the A signal.

Thus all states can be selected by one I/O instruction.

The state vs. functions table is directly implemented

by a device selector, a BCD to one of ten decoder, two RS

flip flop modules, two hex NAND gate modules and a blank

module which fit into one new connector block. OC and MOS

devices on a blank module control relays in a Relay Box, the

lamp, and the MUX. One extra NAND module provides FAULT

analysis logic.
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CHAPTER VII

NEW SOFTWARE DESIGN

Programming the 76 RBA System

The TWU 76 Radiograph Bone Analysis System features two

important functions from the standpoint of the computer pro-

gram which runs in the PDP/8. These two functions are system

control and data interpretation. The program is designed

from the top down using, in so far as is made possible by the

assembly language of the computer, structured techniques.

The starting address is at location 3000 eight- Once loaded

and started, the system may be operated as part of a turn

key system, with only LOAD ADD and START switches requiring

manipulations for start-up. The control section of the pro-

gram is the "main" program section and initiates and term-

inates system functions including data collection. Subroutines

of the 76 Software analyze and interpret the data collected.

The program types an identifying report for each radiograph

processed, See Appendix B for an example of the report format.

The 76 Software Control Section

The main program section initiates subroutines which

type and read messages to and from the operator using the

Teletype. The message sequence and major actions of the

68
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system following a message to the operator is determined by

the operator response. The operator can select major and

minor parts of the sequence, e.g., skip a series of scans,

such as a wedge for radius and the radius, and rescan only

the medial of three phalanx scans. Three initial measure-

ments made by the analysis subroutines are the width of the

5-2 phalanx at the three paths scanned across it. The op-

erator has a chance to verify and correct the phalanx width

measurements. Thus a major portion of the messages to the

operator are queries and the operator selects from a pre-

determined sequence of possible operations which ones will

be executed. Most responses are "Y" or "YES" responses.

"N" or "NO" responses are alternate responses. However,

where a particular response is expected most of the time,

such as "YES (scan the wedge)," a default meaning is pro-

gram assigned to the carriage return (RE-TURN) key. (Note

that the program also issues an automatic line feed). For

example, the program types "W?" and "K ", and to scan the

wedge, the operator types "RE-TURN".

Certain key inputs, such as radius width, require

verification. They are retyped, or echoed, by the Tele-

type. For example, "1 1 6 5" is input, as the width of the

radius, in response to the query "L?" for length of path.

The caret indicates an implied decimal point (not input)

in the measurement of fiftieths of an inch (a convenient

arbitrary unit of measure). The program reads "1165" and
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requires a "Y" or default "RE-TURN" to proceed. Otherwise,

if the operator types "N" it loops back and types "L?" once

more.

Heading and identification information, such as op-

erator initials, can be changed by typing 9999 in response

to the query for information message asking for it. In

other words, the program normally loops back to type "N"

to ask if the film reference number is to be changed. The

film reference number is an arbitrary number associated with

each film processed for identification purposes. It is

normally incremented by one at the end of processing for

each film. It may be reset by the operator to any number

between zero and 4095 by typing "Y" and entering the number

after a prompting character "". If instead of "Y" or "N"

the operator types "9999", the next to inner main loop of

the program, which begins with the above sequence regarding

the counter and ends with the film analysis report, is exit-

ed from and the next to outer loop is executed. This loop

asks for the operator name with "0?". He types a "Y" and

then his initials after the next prompting character. Veri-

fication is obtained since this information will be typed

as part of each report at the end of the next inner loop.

Detected errors are signaled by the message "??".

The above paragraphs should suffice to give a "flavor"

of what the control section does in general. Further and

more complete explanation of all sequences and commands is

given below.
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System Functions and Messages

The TWU 7576 RBA System major functions are controlled

by a combination of only eight output commands from the

control program through the new 76 Interface.

To separate the original or new work and components

discussed in this thesis from what was extant or in use at

the time work on it began, the TWU 7576 RBA System is con-

ceptually separated into a 75 HC and a 76 Software, Inter-

face and OP complement.

The two together comprise the TWU 7576 RBA System.

The 76 Software and OP interact with the 75 HC. Pro-

grammable commands cause selection of the following HC

functions:

TABLE II

7576 RBAS OUTPUT FUNCTIONS

Description Number

FAULT/Operator Signal Lamp . . . . . . . . ... .. .
ADC Input ..-........... ..... . . 2
Recorder Chart Motion.-.-.. . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Recorder Pen Input . . . . .. . . . . . . . ..4
Recorder Chart Speed Change . . . . . . . . . . . 5
3CS Forward Motion .-............... 6
3CS Reverse Motion . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7
ADC Input .-.-............... . .... 8

These functions will henceforth be termed output functions.

A certain combination of these functions, each in an arbi-

trary "OFF" condition, constitutes system "IDLE".
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The control, data collection, analysis and interpre-

tation, and data reporting and recording functions of the 7576

RBA System can be conducted while the system is in one of

eight states. While the system is in one state no output

function changes. A change can be made in one or more

output functions only by changing to another state. Each

state is programmed by an I/0 command to device 76 eg. ,as
eight

determined by the last three bits in the I/0 command in-

struction (bits 9, 10, and 11). Any state may be selected

after any other state. The new 76 Interface design allows

connections to be made so that any output function may be

activated from any state. Most of the time a combination

of output functions will be activated in a certain state.

For example, in one state the PDP/8 is searching data taken

in a previous state to detect the point to stop and get a

verification from the operator that it has found the edge

of the bone. While the 3CS is reversing, the recorder is

turned on. Thus HC functions are selected by programming

of different states.

Main Program Control Section Sequence

The main program control section sequence is an initial-

ization section and a series of nested loops. Messages are

issued to the Teletype and operator responses are tested in

the loops to determine subsequent program flow of control.

When the program starts up, several initializations include
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an optional heading which is typed. Initialization allows

initial zeroing of all storage areas, changes of internal

smoothing interval size, 3CS reverse and forward speed tests,

and wedge minimum length determination (calibration). A

possible future addition is entering of known cross sectional

areas of bones.

Before an initialization section is executed, the pro-

gram checks bit 0 of the Switch Register (SR). If it is not

set, an automatic fault detection circuit has found a fault

("??" is typed) and switches, controls, power supplies, and

the FAULT indicator lamp must be checked for correct con-

ditions. When no fault is detected, the program types the

heading and proceeds with its outer loop.

A series of loops allows the heading to be initialized

or changed. These loops will be designated H loops,

The main outer loop of the program allows the last

line of the heading to be changed. A PID such as "NCHS"

can be stored. All heading and identification information

is free format with ASCII characters stored exactly as input,

with chances for verification and correction after each "H".

Available memory for working storage is decreased by the

length of the heading and identification messages. This loop

structure is used so that structured programming techniques

allowing an EXIT from an inner loop to an outer loop may be

used.
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If, in response to the message "0?" in the next inner

loop, a "9999" is typed, that loop is exited from and the

operator has a chance to reinitialize the PID.

If, in response to the message in the next inner loop,

the operator types "9999", exit will be made to the 0 loop

and the operator may change the operator initials.

The inner main loops are the C and N loops. The N loop

runs continuously unless a "9999" is typed in response to a

request for an operator response, the system is shut down

or fault detection takes place. In addition to the faults

detected as described elsewhere in this chapter, an insuf-

ficiency of wedge data may be detected in the N loop. An

automatic EXIT to the end of the C loop allows the operator

to reCalibrate for automatic wedge scan termination. The

computer asks if the arbitrary number associated with the

next films to be processed is to be changed by typing "N?"

after the number presently in the counter is typed out. The

default input is "N". If the operator types "Y", the com-

puter types the prompting character "(" and waits for the

operator to input the number. The octal characters in the

number are checked and the number size is checked to see if

it is in its zero to 4095 limits. This sequence is a loop

within loops and is only exited from upon a "N" response

after the message "N?".

A Calibration (C) loop is the next to inner loop, so

if the program detects an insufficiency of wedge data it
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may conveniently ask for more by going to the C loop end

via an EXIT,

The program is now ready to scan and analyze a film.

Software Design

The PDP/8 is a "4K" machine, and an operating system

of much value is not practical without twice that amount

of memory. A simple version of FORTRAN can be compiled into

a code which is in turn interpreted by a limited and spe-

cialized program referred to by DEC as a FORTRAN Operating

System. However, the interpreting operating system takes

approximately 3K of core and the FORTRAN source must contain

many special field delimiters. See FORTRAN Reference, PDP/8

Programming System Manuals (2). Code running under an inter-

preter is less efficient than assembly language. The faults

with this software are one reason for considering an assembly

language program.

Up until about 1974 a program compiled for this system

was used in making computerized measurements in conjunction

with the ES. Manual control was necessary, and due to PDP/8

Computer System problems the program ceased giving useful

results. It took time to analyze, debug, and repair the

Old Computerized System. This was time that was all that

was subsequently available for assembly language planning.

Since the FORTRAN compiler could not be tested (and thus

well understood), it appeared that a wait for the computer

to be fixed could also be used to start planning an original
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assembly language program. Not being able to run the Old

Computerized Method made it hard to understand its operation

and use. Also, the 75 HC was entirely different equipment.

It did not contain the same control switches as the ES and

contained signals and switches which were entirely new. The

lack of chances that analysis and repair of the old system

would be productive in the light of these differences is

another reason for considering a new program written in

assembly language.

To the above negative reasons is added a positive

reason for an assembly language program. PAL III, the DEC

assembly language for the PDP/8, is a fairly simple assembly

language containing eight basic instructions. Five are

memory reference instructions, and two are really groups of

instructions with the same leading octal character augmented

by other fields to provide I/0 and other common instructions

provided by a modern arithmetic unit. The PDP/8 is a popular

computer and its functioning and programming in PAL III are

well understood by many users. Besides standing the test of

time, many programs are available through the users society,

DECUS (1). Existence of basic software such as Teletype I/0,

message printout, integer arithmetic and logical packages,

and simple floating point arithmetic and output packages

suggested that even a 4K program in assembly language would

not be an impossible task to put together in a few weeks time,
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once firm plans for it are laid. The existence of a sub-

stantial part of the software needed in subroutine form (2)

is the third reason for considering a new PAL III program.

A control program was flowcharted (see Figure 16). By

using MACRO 8, instead of PAL III, and implementing short

repetitive sections of code with macros, it was estimated

that the control or "main" section of the new software would

take at most a few days to program and two 128 decimal word

pages of the thirty-two page PDP core. The control program

was not then deemed an obstacle to a new assembly language

program.

Before definitely deciding upon the new program rather

than modification and reuse of the old program, or programming

in the PDP/8 FORTRAN, a careful analysis of the remaining

software requirements was made. The OP improvements were

designed so that the measurements made by the ES could be

computerized. This OP design partially dictated, and re-

stricted, the design of the interface. A new interface design

was completed which in turn required both several features

to be added to the new PDP/8 improvements and adjustments to

the control program design. The hardware dictates in turn

the control commands to the interface and what basic functions

of the system such as data collection, idling, etc., can be

programmed. See Table III for I/O commands to the 76 Inter-

face.
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TABLE III

PROGRAMMING THE EIGHT STATES

I/O Instruc- State Mnemonic Description
tion Code

6760 0 IDLE Idle

6761 7 WAIT Wait for Op-
erator Veri-
fication

6762 5 SCANDA Scan 3CS
Reading dA/dt

6763 6 REVLK Reverse 3CS at
Low Speed
Looking for
Bond Edge

6764 1 IDMARK Mark to Sep-
arate ID Peaks

6765 2 IDPULS Make and ID
Pulse

6766 4 SCANA Scan 3CS
Reading A
(Absorbency)

6767 3 IDBLNK Stop Making ID
Pulse or Make
Blank, Fast 3CS
Reverse
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The key software problem is automation of location of

bone edges (the soft tissue-mineralized tissue interfaces)

as the finger image is traversed. - At the beginning of this

project, the initial assumption was that either a calculated

estimation of the derivative of the x-ray absorption signal

or a signal available from the 3CS which was roughly pro-

portional to dA/dt, could be useful in locating these inter-

faces.

Furthermore, because of noise, irregularities in the

film and highly irregular and differing anatomical differences

between individuals both in their soft tissues and bone

structure, some smoothing or filtering of data was judged to

be necessary. Filtering will simplify the complex pattern

in A as the finger bone images are scanned. See Figure 4

for a plot of a typical A phalanx scan signal. A digital

filter can copy original data as it smooths it and thus pre-

serve all of the detail of the structure of the original data

by not destroying it. It is therefore desirable over an

electronic filter if it is desired to keep the original data.

Chapter VIII discusses the method used to construct and test

a digital filter which smooths and simultaneously estimates

a derivative of the smoothed signal A. This FORTRAN imple-

mentation took less than two pages of code and much of that

was comments or special tests and calculations needed only

for the verification. The code was purposefully kept simple

or near to assembly language level. This code worked well
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and produced enough smoothing with only a fifteen word working

storage buffer that the filter was not deemed a major obstacle.

Its translation into assembly language of on the order of that

of the control program in magnitude of difficulty.

The only remaining software necessary is control (easily

implemented by the control program and single I/O commands),

integration (easily implemented by trapezoidal approximation

cannibalized from the old program) and finding such inter-

faces as the starting and stopping mark-film background, and

bone edges. An algorithm for black mark edge detection, bone

edge location, and bone edge detection and verification on a

reverse scan is not finished at this time, Testing of these

algorithms with data actually taken by the computer is dis-

cussed in Chapter VIII. These algorithms were also fairly

simple and straight forward.

1340

Fig. 17-- Marking Sequence Number, Bone Edges,
and ID
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Although several alternate or backup methods were de-

signed in case the simplest approaches did not work, IBM

360 simulations of the 7576 RBA System show them to be un-

necessary with normally expected data. Since one of the

main advantages of the TWU system of measurement of per

cent change in bone x-ray absorbency is visual confirmation

of results by looking at the x-ray films, elimination of

highly abnormal films from computerized analysis is not an in-

valid approach. The 7576 RBA System will be used under the

direction of trained and skilled operators tutored by Vose

who has thirty-four years experience visually and manually

analyzing human bone radiographs. Such abnormalities as

bone chips floating near the edge of a bone, gross genetic

defects such as are present in mongoloid children, or parti-

cularly unusual soft tissue structures or bone mineralization

lines will be handled by a manual Verification and correction

provided by the new system to the operator. In such cases

as still cannot be handled, the ES will be used, an analysis

simply will not be made, or the right limb will be substituted

for the left.

Because of the above reasons, a decision was made to

write a new MACRO/8 assembly language program. Insofar as

possible, structured programming will be used. The whole

7576 RBA System design approach has largely approximated the

top down structured approach. No team was present, and

strict modularization and testing was not done. However,
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analysis was top down and subroutines were incorporated or

simulated as a parallel to the aspects of the structural

approach mentioned in this paragraph.

The above discussion established the reasons for choosing

to write a new program and accept partial validation of the

proposed parts of it. This program is to be completed as

part of the vocational obligations required after this thesis

has been submitted. The investigation and design of the

software is complete and validated, and satisfies the re-

quirements of the project in that a new valid approach to

the problem incorporating most of the desired improvements

discussed in Chapter III has been originated. Recommend-

ations in Chapter X, if followed, will fulfill the rest of

these requirements.

The following section of this chapter concludes this

discussion on the software by enumerating its major com-

ponents and describing each in detail. Listings of simu-

lated parts of the system are found in the TWU Bone Metab-

olism Laboratory (1).

The software may be viewed from a functional stand-

point. Functions are to provide I/0, including signaling

the operator, to collect data while scanning, to locate

edges of bone, to reverse, detect and verify bone edge po-

sitions upon reverse scans, to transform data, to integrate

the area under a curve, to throw switches, to time, to de-

tect faults, and to perform arithmetic operations.
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The software may be viewed as a set of major modules

such as control, floating point arithmetic, integer functions,

loading, data collection and transforming, filtering, bone

location, edge detection and verification, message 170,

timing, storage, report writing and input.

Four major sections of the software are described in

an operational manual (1) prepared as a regular duty at work

in the Bone Metabolism Laboratory, in Chapter VIII (smoothing

and edge location and verification) and by DECUS (2). Chap-

ter VI describes the I/O commands used for control. These

I/O instructions are executed as part of the control section

described in the operational manual. Timing is accomplished

by the Teletype in Generation One software. (Generation Zero

software is an interface test routine described in Chapter

V). Other timing (such as waiting) is done in conventional

counter decrementation and test loops. Trapezoidial inte-

gration and data transformation are described in the Kaman

Manual (4).

Fault detection is accomplished by testing bit 0 of the

switch register. If it is not set, a fault exists. Bit

zero is also used as a signal by the operator that he is

ready to verify, or is verifying, the detection of the edge

of the bone upon reverse scan. Integer operations are per-

formed by integer arithmetic and logical packages described

in DEC PDP/8 Programming System Manuals (j). The loader is

a DECUS compressed binary loader, Message I/O is a DEC
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supplied routine and storage is accomplished by the data

collection and smoothing algorithms (1). Report writing is

provided by the control program. DEC provides the Teletype

I/O package (3) and the multiple precision integer arith-

metic and I/0 packages (3). The floating point and floating

point I/0 package is DECUS (2).

Data Transformation is accomplished by floating an in-

teger acquired by the ADC. The closest two smoothed wedge

calibration data points stored in memory are found and com-

pared with the data point. An interpolation is made to the

nearest rounded integer point in the transformation function

described in Chapter II. Trapezoidial integration is imme-

diately accomplished. Data is taken at the rate of ten

times the rate of the Old Computerized System.

A clear distinction should be made between wedge data,

radius data and phalanx data, smoothed data, and storage

for these data. Wedge data is taken and stored from a

point seven data points before its smoothed integer minimum

to a point ten per cent above the maximum calibration value.

Since this data is smoothed to monotonicity as it is taken,

only a few bits are required to store each increment. Con-

sider a data point awaiting transformation. For the first

data point, the wedge function is traversed from its mini-,

mum, adding to a base value (12 bits) for the minimum the

increment stored in the required number of bits. When the

points equal to or just below, or equal to or just above the
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data value are reached, interpolation is made with floating

point software.
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CHAPTER VIII

DESIGN, TESTING AND VALIDATION METHODS

General Discussion

Design, testing and validation may be divided into

four parts. The first is the mechanical mounting of major

hardware components and verification of adequate spacial

relationships between them. The second is electrical and

electronic testing of functioning of interface parts. The

third is software, or at least, algorithmic verifications.

The fourth is operational procedure verification. This:

chapter discusses the methods used to test and prove the

ideas presented in the previous four chapters.

The first checks are accomplished by measurement, prior

to mounting of components, and trial mounting. Checks ap-

licable are accessibility of controls to the operator in

comfortable seated, as well as standing, positions, leg

room, lack of vibration, and mechanical security as well

as fit, and color coordination.

The second interface tests involve verification of pro-

per bus or CPU signals at the interface, verification of

proper functioning of DEC logic modules, and originally con-

structed logic modules, Electrical signals to the inter-

face are verified by use of a meter or oscilloscope. A

95
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program segment has been written to continuously execute I/O

instructions to the interface for this purpose, and this

test has been carried out. A logic probe has been ordered

for use in conjunction with a meter and oscilloscope to

ascertain the internal functioning of the logic modules.

Those provided by DEC are pre-tested and need to be checked

only at input and output points. The relays have been

checked for correct functioning by applying power and testing

with an ohmmeter. The 3CS and recorder switching functions

have been verified by temporary rigging with switches. The

OC devices and MUX can be checked with the logic modules

functioning correctly ahead in the signal path chain, with

a logic probe, oscilloscope and meter. The ability of the

ADC to collect data under control of a program segment is

verified. VOLTAGE TEST cables have been connected and

brought out of the PDP/8 cabinet to a Junction Box in the

interface, for connection to a meter.

The interface is programmed according to Table III.

When an I/O instrucion listed in the first column is exe-

cuted, the interface will change to the state shown, Out-

put functions will be set according to the eight columns in

Table I. The state of output device flip flops can be veri-

fied with a meter.

Since, at this time, parts of the system and vitally

needed test equipments are still arriving, it is impossible

to test the entire system. The software can be tested for
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algorithmic integrity by simulation on the NTSU IBM 360/50.

This is being carried out in the language FORTRAN IV by

testing separately two programs, which can be integrated for a

final complete system simulation program. The digital fil-

ter is one program and the control program is the other.

The control program is described in Chapter VII. Its con-

versational transactions are simulated by printing and

reading, with echo, a series of messages. Appropriate action

is taken by the program after each operator message is read.

The structured loops in the control program are fully pro-

grammed. Upon integration of the control program with the

filter program, the control program will become the main

program and the filter a subroutine. The same parameter and

data cards read by the filter program will then be read by

the subroutine under control program timing. The programming

of the control program will show which instructions may be

grouped into subroutines or macros. Certain software functions

such as floating point arithmetic, loading, integer multiple

precision arithmetic, shifting and logical operations,

floating point I/0, message input and output, and integration

are already programmed and need only be linked on the PDP/8,

They can be simulated by direct substitition of FORTRAN in-

structions provided PDP/8 word accuracy restrictions are not

violated. The software simulation contains tests for these

violations.
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The main verifications are:

1) ability of the program to find bone edges.

2) ability of the program to find points to stop and
start scanning,

3) report simulation and aluminum equivalency cal-
culations.

The fourth part of testing, verification of the OP,

which corresponds the Alpha Test common in industry, cannot

be completed until the entire system is completed. It will

simply test each initialization and normal film scanning

function for correct operation. Error messages will also

be tested. The final part of testing, corresponding to in-

dustry Beta Tests, is actual use of the system to scan films.

These tests are not a part of this design project, since 76

Software is not implemented in assembly language. However,

with the algorithms completely tested, translation into

assembly language is a mechanical task, especially since

the programming is structured. Careful analysis has been

made of the order and convenience of operations, and putting

the input deck together for the simulation program is a good

exercise in mentally stimulating system operations. Films

are marked by the new marking method and the equipment set

up like it is going to scan, Going through these motions

is a good simulation of the OP.

Mechanical Checks

Details of the mechanical checks involve placement of

the logic modules. Several DEC M series modules are on hand
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and a new H803 connector block is ordered for them. An old

unused H800 block on the AA03A is removed. Removing it in-

volves cutting the power bus and removing some Type 139E

Multiplexor extension wiring. Provided the physical di-

mensions are compatible, one block should substitute for

the other. This is verified by screwing it in place.

Clearance and dimension requirements for the W021-B

cables to carry a 10 RESTART clock signal and VOLTAGE TEST

connections to the AA03A interface are checked. Also,

enough physical connector slots and conductors must be

available for the signals connected between the PDP/8 cabinet

and 76 Junction Box. DEC W021-B connector blocks have

eighteen printed circuit board connections on one side and

nine wrap pins on the other. Unused space on the B row of

connectors on the Type 138E ADC are available. Four cables

are required for VOLTAGE TEST and the IO RESTART signal

from the CPU.

W021-B cables also bring VOLTAGE TEST and interface out-

put signals out of the PDP/8 cabinet to the 76 Junction Box,

A removable plate, with one side of split holes along one

edge of the plate, in the bottom of the PDP/8 cabinet has

one hole enlarged for these cables. Cable clamps are or-

dered for safe, attractive securing of the cables. Two

cables terminate in the Type 138E ADC B row and three ter-

minate in the AA03A. The six relay and FAULT lamp, control

signals, (ten volt, negative fifteen volt and regulated
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relay, are outputs, Inputs are the ac switch leg, five

volt regulator power, and the ADC input. Five cables are

available, each carrying eight or nine coaxial lines and a
ground. Forty-four connections are required. If the two

power connections for Type 138E ADC row B are not monitored,
and the five volt supply is brought in through the Teletype

cable, the five coaxial cables will provide the required

connections. The three W21-B cables terminating in the

AA03A can each provide nine connectors because the unused

Type 138E Multiplexor Extension bus can be disconnected and

the black ground cable lines used for other purposes. So

twenty-seven connections from these cables are available

with the sixteen from the other two to give forty-three con-

nections. A good multi-conductor copper ground wire is

brought out with the PDP/8 power cable to a water pipe, The

five volt supply enters through the Teletype cable mounted

on the rack from the Junction Box. This careful counting of

connections required and available is verification of ade-

quacy of connections designed between the PDP/8 cabinet and

equipment rack.

One M series connector block provides eight slots. Two

are required for NAND gate logic modules, one for a device

selector, two for flip flops, one for a decoder, and one for

an originally designed multiplexor/rectifier board. One

slot is left for an extra NAND for FAULT analysis logic. The

connector block therefore provides enough slots,
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A counter weight counterbalances the weight of the can-

tilevered Teletype mounted on the equipment rack. This

weight is constructed of a three quarter inch plywood box

with lead bricks positioned inside it to give a moment op-

posite to that of the Teletype, Stability to the rack should

be provided and the inertia of the additional mass (117

pounds) of the weight bolted to the rack helps keep the rack

from creeping due to Teletype vibration. The weight also

provides a surface on which to set the 76 Relay Box.

The Teletype is mounted with nine inch triangular

brackets held apart at the top by their attachment to the

Teletype bottom. The brackets are held apart the width of

the rack at the bottom by an aluminum relay panel, which also

provides a mounting for the reader control relay power supply

for the Teletype. Bolts clamp washers on either side of an

edge of the steel plate of the rack U-shaped vertical sup-

ports, providing a means of securing the Teletype to the

rack and adjusting its height.

Other relay panels provide mounting for VOLTAGE TEST

and FAULT lamp components, the five volt regulated power

supply of the 75 HC, the 76 Junction Box, and a foot switch

outlet. Components on these racks are mechanically centered.

The panels are attached to the equipment rack.

Connectors for relay printed circuit (hereinafter cited

as PC) boards are mounted inside the ferrous 76 Relay Box

which provides shielding. Surplus PC boards are used to
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mount the relays for easy maintenance. Connectors to the
relay box input and output switched signals. An extra

fault line to the recorder is provided for a speed check to
be added at a later time. Pieces of steel are removed to

provide egress space for PC boards and a coaxial cable to

the Junction Box,

The connector block from the AA03A is mounted with a
DEC bracket inside the Junction Box. Cables from the PDP/8
and to the VOLTAGE TEST panel terminate in this block. In-
terconnections of all 76 Junction Box connectors are wire

wrappable.

The recorder is mounted on a steel plate with a hole

in it cut to hold the recorder by its front panel. An addi-

tional hole is designed and cut to hold the AZAR under the
recorder. The steel plate is then mounted on the rack

above the Teletype. Verification of the fit, mechanical

security and appearance of these components completes the

mechanical checks for the equipment rack. The rack is

painted to match the PDP/8 cabinet.

The 3CS requires a new connector plate for connections

to the 76 Relay and Junction Boxes. It is fabricated and

mounted. A specially adjustable steel table matching PDP/8

cabinet provides a level work top and firm support for the

3CS. It is color coordinated with the PDP/8 cabinet.

An ac signal proportional in voltage to the time der-

ivative of the A signal is checked with an oscilloscope and
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an oscillograph is made to record its shape. Voltages and

currents of the recorder speed changer, switch legs, and

chart motor switch legs are measured with a meter and os-

cilloscope. Relays are picked that provide contact ratings
which can handle the power required by the circuits, Sim-
ilar checks are made on the 3PS limit travel microswitch

and motor drive circuits for relays.

Relays in in the PC boards in the 76 Relay Box are pro-
tected with diodes. Other electrical verifications are al-
luded to in the General Discussion in this chapter.

The main problems in the past with the PDP/8 CPU were

with the switches in-a Margin4 l Check (hereinafter cited as
MC) circuit used to run preventive and corrective maintenance

checks on the PDP/8. Since it is of considerable trouble to
open the CPU for metering of these switches, interface VOLTAGE

TEST connections from them are brought to a gang of twelve

position switch wafers on the VOLTAGE TEST panel. Two wafers

switch positive and negative bys connections to the Memory

and Processor sides of the CPU4  The third wafer switches

the positive SENSE and five volt power supply connections,

and six interface voltages. Two interface voltages from the

Type 138E ADC B row are not connected. Voltages are divided
by a potentiometer to read five, ten, and fifteen volts

either side of the center on a meter on the panel. The

wafer of the switch gang to be used is selected by a four

position switch which can also turn the meter OFF. The panel
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also provides mounting for the FAULT lamp and a bulb TEST
push button which tests it through a relay mounted nearby.

The Lamba power supply is a zero to seven volt supply

connected to provide a positive output sensed at the out-
put. It is set to +5.0 +0l v.

76 Software Verification

Because of the slowness of delivery of some hardware

components ordered, it has not been possible to program, in
assembly langauge, the entire 76 Software. Experience with
structured programming techniques (2) indicates the prob-

ability of coding an entire project the last week or two of
a developmental period spanning many months, and bringing it
to an operational status in only a few days thereafter, is
high if proper planning is carried out, Therefore, the

available time has been spent planning and doing what con-

struction can be done as the state of repair has improved,

time is available, and equipment has arrived. In order to

prove the results of research undertaken to develop soft-

ware methods of solving some of the problems of this invest-

igation, two simulation programs, intended for eventual

integration into one system test program, have been pre-

pared. These programs show the amount of digital filtering

required to find the bone edges according to an original

scheme. Also shown is the effect of careless handling of

3CS carrier glass, The control program simulation illustrates
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the action and messages of the system and forces

clarification of program structure and flow of control.

Also tested is the ability of the algorithms proposed to do

the required calculations within the limits of accuracy and

speed of the 12 bit PDP/8.

In order to test these programs with data actually pro-

duced by the 75HC, a program segment is run on the PDP/8

to take ten digitized A readings per second as the 3CS scans

a phalanx wedges and radius. Notice this is ten times the

data rate of the Old Computerized Method. These data values

are stored in memory. An octal dump routine supplied with

the PDP/8 software is assembled and used to output to the

TTY the contents of the memory containing the data taken.

The punch is turned on and the data collected on the Tele-

type paper tape in ASCII. Arrangements are made with the

University of Texas at Austin Computation Center for tran-

scription, or media conversion, of the paper tape to punched

cards. The original program to do this normalizes all data

to non-negative numbers and converts from octal ASCII to

decimal Hollerith. Paper tape is read on a Control Data

Corporation 1700 Computer and transcribed onto magnetic tape.

The magnetic tape is read by the Control Data Corpo-

ration 6600/6400 System and punched onto tabulating cards.

An alternate method of data entry is via a terminal

paper tape reader. Octal punched cards prepared by a sep-

arate program may be read and converted by an IBM 360/50
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FORTRAN program at NTSU into cards of the same decimal for-

mat.

Some characters are read by the filter simulation pro-

gram on the first data card it reads, It then reads the

starting and ending locations to place data from cards pre-

pared above into an array, a control parameter, the size

of a smoothing interval and the size of a ring to hold data

in a modified form in temporary storage. The parameter con-

trols whether data is smoothed from the original data read

in or from previously smoothed results, When data is

smoothed, one less smoothed point is in the result than in

the original data, so if re-smoothing is to be done, it is

desirable to smooth less of the resulting data values than

the original. So the actual beginning and ending points of

the data in the array to be smoothed are also read in. Also,

data for several scans may be read in. at once and only data

for one scan is selected for smoothing. Multiple smoothings

are possible with original data being destroyed. For a

listing of this program, see the 76 Digital Filter notebook

in the TWU Bone Metabolism Laboratory (1). For the media

conversion program listings, see the 76 Media Conversion

laboratory notebook at TWU in the same laboratory (1),

The control program simulator also reads characters as

its initial data card. Then some mnemonic codes are read,

Parameter cards, beginning with the mnemonic, control switches

so that the FAULT circuit operation may be simulated, After
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fault testing, the program tests for desirability of

Jumping over initializations. For each test, it reads a

data card with "Y", "YES", "N", "NO" or "RE-6", (where "W"

symbolizes a space) beginning in column one. When data for

a subroutine incorporating the filtering program is desired,

it is simply inserted behind the last such operator message

input.

The second time derivative of the A signal is useful

in locating the black mark film background, film background-

soft tissue, and soft tissue-bone interfaces. Since a rec-

tified, filtered dA/dt signal is not available due to lack

of hardware, the dA/dt data also produced by the filter is

simply refiltered. The integrated program takes lOOK bytes

and runs in less than ten minutes.

It plots the original, filtered and doubly filtered

data with the slopes, derivatives and points of non-mono-

tonicity indicated. It also detects twelve-bit word and six-

bit half word precision violations and prints a message where

they occur. The filter program stops upon reading a stop

code of 9999 for the starting array location of a new data

set.

Calibration data is simply two cards of data taken at

the distal end of the radius.
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Operational Procedure

As has been explained in the general discussion above,

the operational procedures cannot be checked until the

whole system is operational. However, preparing data decks

for the simulator is an adequate mental exercise to simulate

the procedure, and test films may be marked and scanned,

See the Software Simulation notebook (1) for 76 Software

Generation descriptions.

See Digital Filter Notebook (1) for details on digital

filter theory.
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CHAPTER IX

TEST AND VALIDATION RESULTS

All major equipment components have been successfully

mounted as designed. Connectors fit and major components

are at comfortable and convenient heights. The Teletype is

extremely stable on the equipment rack, Color coordination

of major components is achieved.

Electrical tests on the interface showed considerable

ringing with a five ns period of 100 ns bus signals for

about fifty ns, Bus termination strips are recommended.

Other tests performed so far confirmed correctness of Inter-

face design. Further testing with the logic probe will

verify logic operation.

Power to the 3CS potentiometer is within three milli-

volts of-10.00Ov. An accurate enough measuring device is

not available to measure it exactly. However, since all

data values are transformed by the calibrating wedge trans-

fer function, this setting is not critical. Tests with 3CS

wedges showed the ADC to be monotonic with little filtering

of data.

The 3CS control wiring worked in prototype tests.

The relays, VOLTAGE TEST and Junction Box connections

still need to be completed and checked out. Relays tested

individually performed correctly.
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The value measured for the recorder chart motor power

was seventeen watts. A fifty va contact rated relay was

chosen to control this 110v ac current. Other power mea-

surements on switched circuits were all less than 3 watt,

and - watt DIP relays were chosen. Relay coil voltage is

twenty-four volts so that the PDP/8 ten and negative fifteen

volt power supplies can be used. Voltage drops in the OC

devices are estimated at .6v. Only .4v needs to be dropped.

Line losses should account for most of this, and measured

voltages are a little low; however 1.0 ohm resistors are

inserted in each OC circuit. The negative fifteen volt

supply was used for the FAULT lamp with ten ohm resistor.

See the Interface Design notebook (1) for rectifier

designs. The MUX design must still be built and tested.

The FAULT logic also needs to be built and tested.

Software simulation of the digital filter proved it

smoothed actual 75 HC data sufficiently with one pass and

an interval size of fifteen. Bones were located by exami-

nation of data to within 1/30 mm by using both dA/dt

and A original data.

The control program simulation helped to determine an

efficient nearly structured algorithm for the control section.

Wedge tests on the 3CS showed the inadvisability of

using non-original equipment glass carrier plates, A fif-

teen point interval could not smooth glass scratch wedge
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data perturbations to monotonicity, However, the ADC

showed exceptions to monotonicity limited virtually to one

bit, and smoothed to monotonicity with as short an interval

as two or three on one pass, See the Simulation Notebook

(1) for a description of wedge data tests.

The OP works with no major problems in the simulations

undertaken. The phalanx marking method requires more care

than the previous method-- about five minutes per film.

However this time is made up, because once films are pro-

cessed by the 76 Software, the OP is complete (no graphical

construction and calculator arithmetic is necessary).

It takes about twenty to twenty -five minutes total pro-

cessing time (averaged for lots of thirty to ninety films)

per film, from receipt of the undeveloped film to recording

of data. This time can be cut in half by speeding up the

3CS scan rate. This can be done since use of the RTC will

allow data to be taken at a much higher rate than ten

points per second. This involves implementation of Generation

Three Software. Bone scanning could be done at processor

speed.

Implementation of a soft tissue subtraction, using a

straight line connecting bone-soft tissue interfaces, will

need to be under Beta Test for determination of reproduci-

bility of results and accuracy of indication of absolute

bone mineral content,
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CHAPTER X

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

A system has been designed to locate bone edges on a

radiograph. It incorporates improvements outlined as de-

sirable in Chapter III to an ES described in Chapter 1.

This system is under construction after verification tests

and simulations showed its feasibility. No particular

problems have been encountered with hardware, software al-

gorithms, or methods,

It is recommended that the integrated simulation pro-

gram be implemented, and the entire system be implemented

according to the four Generation plan in the Simulation

notebook (1).

A slightly greater level of care is indicated in hand-

ling equipment and marking films for the new method. How-

ever, this drawback should be offset by increased accuracy,

repeatability, reproducibility, speed and economy of pro-

cessing. The conversational program will allow relatively

unskilled personnel to operate the equipment in a virtually

"fool-proof" manner.

A fairly well structured control program was simulated

showing an efficient and simple algorithm for initializtion

and control. A digital filter simulation proved in an
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outstanding way the original idea of filtering contri-

buted to the ease of location of bone edges.

A VOLTAGE TEST panel makes use of the old PDP/8 easier

by simplifying and speeding up location and correction of

intermittent problems.

The system design is complete and all verifications

and tests have either borne out the design and algorithmic

ideas or provided positive indications of improvements which

could be made in the future,

This design is simple, sound, fairly sophisticated and

elegant, and will provide a foundation for future development.

The four design objectives of automatic control of a

microdensitometer and recorder, of embedded object location

when it has different relative x-ray absorption than the

surrounding medium, analysis and interpretation of data

for calculation of aluminum equivalency, and conservation

of memory have been achieved.

The problem of computerizing location and analysis of

embedded objects as specifically applied to bone metabolism

at TWU has been solved by this design project. The methods,

designs and ideas investigated have been tested and verified,

and operational equipment is being installed,
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APPENDIX A

7576 RBAS MESSAGES

The following messages and their meanings define the

language of the 7576 RBA System:

O Timing character (zero, different from ASCII 0).
A Absorption, heading (report).
B Bone.
C Calibrate to determine where to stop wedge scan,
D Distal.
E Equivalent (aluminum), heading (report).
F Finger.
G Go, output upon program initialization; if heading

does not follow a fault occurred.
H Heading or PID. (Heading, except PID, initiali-

zation),
I Ink pen should be down on 3CS.
J Jump over initialization.
K For constant (Konstant), usually normal slit

height (initialization).
L Length of radius scan.
M Maximum weight in smoothing interval (initiali-

zation).
N Number, film reference.
0 Operator.
P Phalanx.
Q New aluminum eQuivalency (report).
R Radius.
S Speed check (initialization).
T Transverse slit width ( initialization).
U Up (lift) pen,
V Verify?
W Wedge.
X Input eXact area (initialization, un-implemented).
Y Bone thickness (report),
Z Zero (initialization).
o ASCII 0.
1 ASCII 1,
2 ASCII 2.
3 ASCII 3,
4 ASCII 4.
5 ASCII 5.
6 ASCII 6,
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7 ASCII 7.
8 ASCII 8,
9 ASCII 9.
. Point.
- Minus.
SS Check SwitcheS,
: (Heading),

Query.
< Prompting character.

Tuple pair separator,

The initialization messages (parenthetically indicated)

occur only in the initialization section of the 76 Software.

Some messages occur only in the report headings (see next

appendix) and they are so indicated parenthetically, Some

messages used in the film processing sections of the pro-

gram are also used in the report headings with the same

meaning.



APPENDIX B

FILM PROCESSING REPORT

After a film is processed by the 76 Software a report

is issued in the following format. Headings are shown and

information printed out is parenthesized. A space is indi-

cated by 6.

(Heading)

P:16 (PID) 160:1 (Operator initials) 1N:1 (Numbe

S: T: K:
(Speed) (Transverse (Constant slit

slit width) height)
R: :Y:- A: E

(Radiu
Wedge
Scan)

:J.Q
is (Thick- (Absorp- (Alumi- ( New Alu-

ness of tion) num Equi- minum
Radius) valent) Equivalent)

W:
(Finger

16

N:

16

Wedge Scan)
Y: A:

(Distal (")
Thick-
ness)

(Medial C)
Thick-
ness)

(Proximal (")
Thickness)

E:

(')

(")

Q:

(I")

(I")

(")

16
16
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F:

r)
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